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T1

TM

*Patent Pending

18” Round Long Range Target – MSRP $179.99
The T1 is a two piece system with an 18” round non-replaceable shooting surface. This system requires no tools and no hardware. Our patent
pending design uses the target itself to set the post into the ground similar to post pounder and provides a ricochet-free target. The post is included
and has attachment points for KISS Brackets which can hold up to four “gongs” below the main target. The hole at the top of the target also allows the
target to be hung and used a simple “gong” without the post.
IDEAL USE: Light weight long range gong that is easy to carry and quick to set-up
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel - For rifle use at 300 yards or more. Do not use with rifles at less than 300 yards.
- 18” wide circle
- Weight: 32lbs + 18lb Post
- Includes standard post that is compatible with all T Series and Dueling Tree Targets. Kiss brackets & gongs sold separately
- Product is powder coated black

FRONT
BACK
Brackets & Gongs Sold separately
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------------------

T2

TM

*Patent Pending

Pistol Only - 12” Round Target – MSRP $109.99
The T2 is a two piece system with a 12” round non-replaceable shooting surface. This system requires no tools and no hardware. Our patent pending
design uses the target itself to set the post into the ground and provides a ricochet-free target. The post is included and has attachment points for one
KISS Bracket which can hold up to two “gongs” below the main target. The hole at the bottom of the target also allows the target to be used a simple
“gong” without the post.
IDEAL USE: Light weight close range gong for use with pistol calibers
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel - For handgun calibers only. Do not use with rifle rounds.
- 12” wide circle
- Weight: 16lbs + 4lb Post
- Includes Special T2/T4 post. Note this post is only compatible with T2/T4 targets and will not work with other T Series targets or Dueling Trees.
- Kiss brackets & gongs sold separately
- Product is powder coated black

FRONT

BACK

Bracket & Gongs Sold separately
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T4

TM

*Patent Pending

Pistol Only - 2/3 IPSC Target – MSRP $109.99
The T4 is a two piece system similar to the T2 with a 2/3 size non-replaceable ISPC shooting surface. This system requires no tools and no hardware.
Our patent pending design uses the target itself to set the post into the ground and provides a ricochet-free target. The post is included and has
attachment points for one KISS Bracket which can hold up to two “gongs” below the main target.
IDEAL USE: Light weight close range gong for use with pistol calibers
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel - For handgun calibers only. Do not use with rifle rounds.
- 8” wide x 16” Tall
- Weight: 16lbs + 4lb Post
- Includes Special T2/T4 post. Note this post is only compatible with T2/T4 targets and will not work with other T Series targets or Dueling Trees.
- Kiss brackets & gongs sold separately
- Product is powder coated black

FRONT
BACK
Bracket & Gongs Sold separately
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------

T3R - Discontinued June 1st, 2018
TM

Pistol Only - Full Size 18”x 24” Torso Target
The T3R is our most popular product for entry level shooters. It is a two piece system with a non-replaceable shooting surface. This system requires
no tools and no hardware. Our patent pending design uses the target itself to set the post into the ground and provides a ricochet-free target. The
post is included and has attachment points for KISS Brackets which can hold up to four “gongs” below the main target. The target has an attachment
point for the HFR Hostage flipper, and is compatible with all PT-1 and PT-2 paint templates.
IDEAL USE: Short - Medium range realistic torso for self defense or tactical training.
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel - For handgun calibers only. Do not use with rifle rounds.
- 16” wide x 27” tall (Head is 9” sphere)
- Weight: 48lbs + 18lb Post
- Sold with standard post. Hostage Flipper, Kiss brackets, & gongs sold separately
- Product is powder coated black

FRONT

BACK
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HFR & KISS Brackets Sold separately

T3R-X

TM

*Patent Pending

Advanced Tactical Torso Target

T3 Shape MSRP $239.99
IPSC Shape MSRP $224.99
The T3RX is our most advanced Torso Target. It’s a three piece system that allows the shooter to replace, rotate, and change the shooting surface.
Four Grade 9 bolts are used to attach the shooting surface to a backer plate. Our patent pending design uses the target itself to set the post into the
ground and provides a ricochet-free target. The post is included and has attachment points for KISS Brackets which can hold up to four “gongs”
below the main target. The target has an attachment point for the HFR Hostage flipper, and is compatible with all PT-1 and PT-2 paint templates. The
T3RX comes in two styles.
IDEAL USE: Short - Medium range torso for self defense or tactical training and rifle use or shooters firing more than 2000 rounds per year.
SPECS:
- IPSC Shape: 12” wide x 24” tall (Head is 6” square), 3/8” AR-550 Steel *See rating section for ranged and calibers
- T3 Shape: 16” wide x 27” tall (Head is 9” sphere), 3/8” AR-550 Steel *same shape as T3R*
- IPSC Weight: 37lbs + 18lb Post
- T3 Weight: 48lbs + 18lb Post
- Both are sold with standard post. Hostage Flipper, Kiss brackets, & gongs sold separately. Product is powder coated black

IPSC Shape

IPSC Shape

IPSC Shape

T3 Shape

The T3RX Target Systems is proudly used by all of the following agencies for their professional training needs:
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DT6

TM

Six Target Dueling Tree – MSRP $274.99
The DT6 is our second best selling product. It’s an eight piece system that requires no tools and no hardware. Using a similar install procedure as the
our other targets, this system allows for a 20-30 second set-up time by simply staking the post into the ground using the tree itself. The target system
includes six of the HFR Hostage Flippers which are also compatible with the T3R, T3RX, and other DT6s.
IDEAL USE: Handgun training and fun sport/competition shooting.
***NOTE: The standard tree and post are not armor. Only the flippers are made from AR-550. Rifle rounds may damage the tree if hit at close range.
See Below for an armored version for rifle use.
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 Steel Flippers * See rating section for calibers and ranges *Tree and post are not armor*
- Weight: 35lbs Tree + 18lbs of flippers + 18lb Post
- Includes standard post compatible with most T series targets
- Product is powder coated black

ARMORED VERSION UPGRADE– This is the same system except that the tree has been
upgraded with 3/8” AR-550 Steel Plate on the front so that it will handle misplaced rifle rounds. This
version is for users who intend to fire rifle rounds at their dueling tree.
MSRP: $399.99
LIGHT DUTY VERSION – This is the same system except it will come with six ¼” AR-500 Flippers.
This should be used for rim fire cartridges only. Rim Fire cartridges do not have enough power to
spin the 3/8” AR-550 Flippers.
MSRP: $224.99
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H.F.R.

TM

*Patent Pending

Hostage Flipper – MSRP $24.99
The HFR Hostage flipper is installed easily with no tools or hardware. It drops into the tube on the back of the T3R, T3RX, and DT6. It is compatible
with all target systems and functions the same on each system. When hit the flipper will rotate 180 degrees to the opposite side. The unique design
of the tube, rod, and natural angle of the target will prevent the flipper from “hanging up” halfway and ensures the flipper always presents itself to the
shooter. The HFR is made from the same material as the T3R and T3RX so it can handle rifle rounds at appropriate distances.
IDEAL USE: Hostage flipper on T Series targets or replacement flipper for DT6 Dueling Tree
Handguns: .380, 9mm, .38 special, 40cal, .45, 10mm – 15+ yards
Handguns: .357, 44Mag – 75+ yards
Rifles: .223/5.56, 7.62x39, 7.62x54, .308 – 100+ yards
NOT RECOMMENDED - 45 Long Colt, 50AE, 7mm, 30-06, 300WinMag, 300Wthrby, .338 Lapua, 50 BMG
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550 shooting surface, ½” cold rolled steel arm
- Weight: 3.2lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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K.I.S.S. Targets

TM

“Keep. It. Simple. Stupid.”

Steel Gong Targets – Sold Individually
The KISS Targets are our version of the popular “gong” targets. These are sold individually. Up to four gongs can be hung from the post that comes
with the T Series targets and the DT6 dueling tree the KISS Brackets. The free hanging nature of the gongs on the brackets allows for a ricochet free
target. We offer 4 different sizes, however custom sizes or shape can be ordered with 2-3 week lead.
IDEAL USE: Accessory for T Series targets or DIY target stands.
RANGE & CALIBER RECOMMENDATIONS:
Handguns: 22LR, 22Mag, .380, 9mm, .38 special, 40cal, .45, 10mm – 15+ yards
Handguns: .357, 44Mag, 45 Long Colt, 50AE – 75+ yards
Rifles: .223/5.56, 7.62x39, 7.62x54, .308 – 100+ yards
Rifles: 7mm, 30-06, 300WinMag, 300Wthrby – 300+ yards
Rifles: .338 Lapua, 50 BMG – 500+ yards
SPECS:
- 3/8” AR-550
- Weight: 6”=3lbs, 9”=7lbs, 12”=12lbs, 18”=25lbs
- Product is powder coated black

6” Gong - MSRP: $19.99
9” Gong - MSRP: $27.99
12” Gong - MSRP: $44.99
18” Gong - MSRP: $89.99
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K.I.S.S. Brackets

TM

Gong Brackets - Sold in sets of two
MSRP $14.99
The KISS Brackets are made to slip into the tubes already welded to the back of our standard posts. They are designed to use the weight of the
targets to keep the brackets in place and require no tools or hardware to install. Each bracket is capable of holding two KISS Targets. The Brackets
are made from a hardened cold rolled steel so they will bend when hit rather than break. To repair them simply put them in a vice and straighten them
back out.
IDEAL USE: Accessory for T Series or DT6 posts. Racks hold KISS Targets or gongs below target.
SPECS:
- 3/8” Cold Rolled Steel - *Not Armor*
- Weight: 2.5lbs per set
- Product is powder coated black
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PT-1 Paint Templates

TM

Small Spray Paint Templates – MSRP $9.99
The PT-1’s are made from 11ga galvanized sheet metal. They are made to clip and hang off of the silhouettes for hands free spraying. When a target
is hit repeatedly it will leave a grey lead coating that makes it difficult to see your hits. These templates provide a new fresh area to identify hits.
The PT-1 is available in four different styles. The most popular style, the “sighting target” is designed to be hung from the shoulders as well as the
head, and is ideal when using your steel target to sight in scopes or optics.
IDEAL USE: Providing quick refurbishing of the targets and providing the shooter with specific spots to aim for.
USE INSTRUCTIONS: Hang the template on the target. Spray the open area with a fast drying paint (white is ideal and should be used as a base
coat with neon or fluorescent colors). Remove the template before shooting.
SPECS:
- 11ga galvanized sheet metal
- Weight: 1lb
- Product is lightly polished

Sighting Target

Prairie Dog

Skull

Pigeon
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PT-2 Paint Templates

TM

Large Spray Paint Templates – MSRP - $14.99
The PT-2’s are made from 11ga galvanized sheet metal. They are made to clip and hang off of the silhouettes for hands free spraying. When a target
is hit repeatedly it will leave a grey lead coating that makes hits difficult to see. These templates provide the shooter with a more technical way to use
their targets and are designed to be used for drills and target recognition. The PT-2 is available in three different styles.
IDEAL USE: Providing quick refurbishing of the targets, target recognition, and different areas to aim for.
USE INSTRUCTIONS: Hang the template on the target. Spray the open area with a fast drying paint (white is ideal and should be used as a base
coat with neon or fluorescent colors). Remove the template before shooting.
SPECS:
- 11ga galvanized sheet metal
- Weight: 3lbs
- Product is lightly polished

Shapes

IPSC Full
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IPSC Sections

QWIK Rack

TM

*Patent Pending

Target Rack - Holds a single Gong and/or Clay Pigeon
MSRP – $29.99
The Qwik racks are made to stake into the ground. Use your gong target or a hammer to beat the rack into the ground. Each bracket is capable of
holding one KISS Target and/or one clay pigeon. The Brackets are made from a hardened cold rolled steel so they will bend when hit rather than
break. To repair them simply put them in a vice and straighten them back out.
IDEAL USE: Simple hanger to holds one KISS Target
SPECS:
- 1/2” Cold Rolled Steel - *Not Armor*
- Height: 4’ tall, ~3½’ once set into ground
- Weight: 5lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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S1

TM

Basic Target Stand – MSRP - $39.99
The S1 is a basic H-Frame target stand that is designed to hold 1x2 (3/4”x1 ½” actual) wooden posts. Staple cardboard or paper targets to the wood
for an easy, light weight target that is cheap to use and replace.
IDEAL USE: Holder for wood posts and cardboard target. Close range handgun practice.
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS: Purchase 2 sticks of “1x2” at local hardware store and cut to desired height, insert sticks into frame, turn clamping bolts
until wood is cinched down, staple cardboard or paper to wood sticks.
SPECS:
- ATSM A-36 1” square tube and 1”x2” Rectangular Tube
- Weight: 4lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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S2

TM

Advanced Target Stand – MSRP - $84.99
Originally designed by Steel Ops for the Department of Homeland Security this stand is now commercially available. This is an all-encompassing HFrame with a wide variety of uses. The first aspect was the use of 2x2 (1 ½”x1 ½” actual) wooden posts instead of the usual 1x2 that most stands use.
These thicker posts provide four serviceable sides, all of which will work in any direction, so that as the wood fills up with staples, holes, etc, you can
simply turn it 90 degrees or flip it over and double or triple its use. The bolts that clamp the wood have a large ergonomic T-handle so it is very easy,
even if rusted, to turn the bolts in and out. A third post tube was added in the center allowing for a single post target, or added support for large
pieces of cardboard. The entire stand can expand from the compressed width of 24” to a maximum width of 36”. This was a requirement of the DHS
so that the stand could be used to hold large pieces of cardboard or wood to simulate barricades and walls at the range. Many agencies now use
these stands including the US Marshals Service, County Sheriffs, and local Police Depts.
IDEAL USE: Holder for wood and steel posts. Used to hold targets, or create large barricades/walls at the range.
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS: Purchase 2-3 sticks of “2x2” at local hardware store and cut to desired height, insert sticks into frame, turn clamping bolts
until wood is cinched down, staple cardboard or paper to wood sticks.
SPECS:
- ATSM A-36 2” L-Angle Legs with three 2” Square Post Tubes
- All edges and sharp corners have been rounded for safety.
- ½” stake holes are located on each end of each leg
- Weight: 10lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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S3

TM

Folding A-Frame Gong Stand – MSRP - $199.99
This folding A-Frame stand is the professional version of the common rebar stand that saturates the market. Usually these rebar stands are
cumbersome and flimsy. The new S3 stand fixes this issue and allows for quick and easy set-up. The stand remains in one piece and simply unfolds
when you’re ready to shoot. No loose parts or pieces to keep track of. When you’re done simply fold the stand up. In the folded position the S3
creates a very flat and easy-to-store shape. The S3 includes all necessary hardware and is “ready to shoot”. It includes a 12” Steel Ops gong made
from 3/8” AR550 steel, however this gong can be changed out for any size gong you wish. The bolt that holds the gong to the chain is grade 9 and
can take impacts far better than any grade 8 bolt on the market.
IDEAL USE: Easy to use stand to hold steel targets.
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS: Attach 12” gong via Grade 9 Bolt to chain. Unfold stand and clip retaining link into the retaining holes at the top two
corners of the stand. Position the stand so the target faces the shooter. When done remove the retaining link, fold the stand and store.
SPECS:
- ½” Cold Rolled Steel Frame stands 48” & 48 Wide tall and places target at ~36” above surface
-3/8” AR-550 Target, 12” Round
- ½” Grade 9 Shaker bolt for target
- All edges and sharp corners have been rounded for safety.
- Weight: 22lbs with target
- Product is powder coated black
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S4

TM

Stake-In Target Stand – MSRP - $74.99
Originally designed by Steel Ops for the Valor Ridge Training Academy this stand is intended to solve the issue of wind while shooting at Cardboard
or paper, and allows you to set up cardboard or paper targets on a hillside. No need for tent stakes, sandbags, or weights. The post tubes accept
standard 2x4 wood posts, so finding post material is easy, and smaller posts like 2x2 or 1x2 still work. The bolts that clamp the wood have a large
ergonomic T-handle so it is very easy, even if rusted, to turn the bolts in and out. Simply stake the stand into the soil about 8”, insert your 2x4 wood
posts, and tighten down the T-Handles. You can now staple up to two silhouette style targets up, or one large piece of cardboard or wood. The wood
posts are 20” inside to inside and 27” outside to outside. This was a requirement so that larger pieces of cardboard or wood could be used to simulate
barricades and walls at the range. Another great feature is that the post of the stand has an attachment point for the Steel Ops KISS Rack, so you
can hang up to two steel targets below the cross bar for added training value.
IDEAL USE: Holder for wood posts used to attach cardboard targets, or create large barricades/walls at the range. Hold one KISS Rack for gongs.
INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS: Purchase 2 sticks of “2x4” approximately 36” long each. When installing at the range be sure that the pointed face of the
post is facing the shooter. With a hammer hit the top of the stand where the cross bar and post meet until the post is set ~8-10” into the soil. Insert
sticks into the rectangle tubes at each end of the cross bar. Turn the T-Handles until wood is cinched down, staple cardboard or paper to wood sticks.
Drop one KISS Rack into tube on back side of post, then hand two gongs up to 12” wide on each end of the KISS Rack.
SPECS:
- ATSM A-36 2” L-Angle Post & Cross bars
- All edges and sharp corners have been rounded for safety.
- KISS Rack tube is welded on backside of post
- Weight: 18lbs
- Product is powder coated black
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Replacement Parts
Replacement Post for T1, T3RX, or DT6
Post comes with two tubes for KISS Brackets already attached and is powder coated black.
Standard post: 68” Long - 2” x 2” x 1/4" A36 Steel L-Angle
MSRP: $34.99
Replacement Post for T2 or T4
Posts comes with one tube for KISS Brackets already attached and is powder coated black.
T2/T4 Post: 48” Long, 1 ½ x 1 ½ A36 Steel L-Angle
MSRP: $29.99
Replacement Surface for T1 (T1 is rated for limited rifle use)
Includes shooting surface, post tube, flipper attachment point, & carry handle. Post not included.
- T1 Shape- 18” round, 3/8" AR550 Steel
- Product is powder coated black
MSRP: $149.99
Replacement DT6 Tree (this is the tree only, no post or flippers)
The tree is the triangle tube that the flippers and post fit into. It has six attachment points for flippers.
- 3” x 3” x 1/4" A36 Steel L-Angle
- Product is powder coated black
MSRP: $129.99
Armored Version: MSRP: $249.00
Replacement Shooting Surfaces for T3RX
The replacement shooting surfaces come in IPSC or T3 shape. This does not include hardware, backers, or stands. Powder coated black.
- IPSC Shape- 12” x 24” with a 6”x6” square head, 3/8" AR550 Steel - MSRP: $99.99
- T3 Shape - 18” x 27” with a 9” circle head, 3/8" AR550 Steel - MSRP: $124.99
Replacement T3RX backer plate
The replacement backer plate bolts to the shooting surface and includes the post tube and attachment point for the flipper. This does not include any hardware or
shooting surface.
- ATSM A36 Steel for all parts except Flipper Keeper tabs which are AR550 Steel.
- Product is powder coated black
MSRP: $49.99
Replacement T3RX Bolt Kit (Not sold individually)
Includes four complete bolt assemblies: 4 bolts, 4 nuts, 4 washers, 4 rubber grommets
- Bolt: 5/8” Standard thread Grade 9 Ultra Hard Shaker (carriage) Bolt
- Washer: 5/8” Zinc Coated SAE Flat Washer
- Nut: 5/8” Zinc Coated Nylon Lock Nut
- Grommet: 5/8” x 3/8” 60 Duro rubber grommet
MSRP: $19.99
Other replacement parts & bolts
S1 Thumb Bolt Kit – two ¼” thumb screws - MSRP: $1.99
S2 T Handle Bolt Kit – four ½” T handle Bolts - MSRP: $12.99
S3 Hardware Kit – Chain, three couplers, two bolts with washers & nuts - MSRP: $24.99
S4 T Handle Bolt Kit – four ½” T handle Bolts - MSRP: $5.99
Buckle Repair Kit – 1 Large, 2 medium, and 4 small EZ connect buckles to repair lost or broken carrier buckles - MSRP: $7.99
CUSTOM TARGET PRICING (lead time 1-2 weeks):
¼” AR-500 – MSRP $22/sqft
3/8” AR-550 (standard target steel) – MSRP $26/sqft
½” AR-500 – MSRP $35/sqft
Prices do not include powder coating, shipping, or hardware
CUSTOM ARMOR PLATE PRICING (lead time 4-6 weeks):
$1/sqin or $144/sqft - Up to 324sqin or 2.25sqft
Price includes full coating and NIJ Certification
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Ratings and Testing
Never use Steel Core, +P, Reloads, or incendiary rounds on targets, use only lead core FMJ factory loads. If you
do not see the caliber you want to use contact Steel Ops prior to use for a recommended distance. All ratings
and test results are for information purposes only and we do not guarantee similar results.
T1 Target – 3/8” AR-550, Non-removable 18” Round Surface
15 yards or more: 22LR, 22 Mag, .380 Auto, 9mm, .38 Special, .357. 40 cal, .45 Auto, 10mm
300 yards or more: .223/5.56, 7.62x39, .308, 7.62x54R, 30-06, 300 Win Mag, 300 Wthrby
LIMITED RIFLE USE ONLY

T2/T4 Targets – 3/8” AR-550, Non-removable 12” Round & 2/3 IPSC Surface
15 yards or more: 22LR, 22 Mag, .380 Auto, 9mm, .38 Special, .357. 40 cal, .45 Auto, 10mm
NO RIFLE USE

T3RX Target – 3/8” AR-550, removable “IPSC” Shape or “T3” Shape
15 yards or more: 22LR, 22 Mag, .380 Auto, 9mm, .38 Special, .357. 40 cal, .45 Auto, 10mm
100 yards or more: .223/5.56, 7.62x39, 300 Blackout, 6.5 Creedmore, 6.8SPC, 30-30 Winchester, .308, .458 SOCOM, 45-70, 50 AE
200 Yards or more: 7mm, 7.62x54R
300 Yards or more: .204, 22-250, 30-06
400 Yards or more: .308 Norma Mag, 300 Win Mag, 300 Wthrby
500 Yards or more: .338 Lapua, 50 BMG

DT6 Standard Tree – 3/8” AR-550 Flippers, Non-Armored Tree
15 yards or more: 22LR, 22 Mag, .380 Auto, 9mm, .38 Special, .357. 40 cal, .45 Auto, 10mm
RIFLE USE NOT RECOMMENDED

DT6 Armored Tree – 3/8” AR-550 Flippers & Tree
15 yards or more: 22LR, 22 Mag, .380 Auto, 9mm, .38 Special, .357. 40 cal, .45 Auto, 10mm
100 yards or more: .223/5.56, 7.62x39, .308

HFR Flipper – 3/8” AR-550, 6” Round
15 yards or more: 22LR, 22 Mag, .380 Auto, 9mm, .38 Special, .357. 40 cal, .45 Auto, 10mm
100 yards or more: .223/5.56, 7.62x39
200 yards or more: .308, 30-30, 300 Blackout, 6.8 SPC, 6.5 Creedmore
RIFLES NOT LISTED HEREIN ARE NOT RECOMMENDED

KISS Target – 3/8” AR-550, 6”, 9”, 12”, or 18” Round Surface
15 yards or more: 22LR, 22 Mag, .380 Auto, 9mm, .38 Special, .357. 40 cal, .45 Auto, 10mm
100 yards or more: .223/5.56, 7.62x39, .308, 300 Blackout, 6.5 Creedmore, 6.8SPC, 30-30 Winchester, .308, .458 SOCOM, 45-70, 50 AE
200 Yards or more: 7mm, 7.62x54R
300 Yards or more: .204, 22-250, 30-06
400 Yards or more: .308 Norma Mag, 300 Win Mag, 300 Wthrby
500 Yards or more: .338 Lapua, 50 BMG

XP Plate, Pro Plate, Side Plate, PD Plate – 5mm (~3/16”) Aegis AR-600
All handgun calibers @ 2500fps or less
M193 (55 grain lead Core .223) @ 3200 fps (~10ft)
M855 (62 grain steel core 5.56) @ 2900 fps (~10ft)
123gr 7.62x39 Steel or Lead Core @ 2750 fps (~10ft)
148gr .308 lead core @ 2750 fps (~50ft)
150gr 30-06 @ 2750fps (~60ft)
1oz 12ga Slug @ 1800fps (~20ft)
350gr .458 SOCOM @ 2000fps (~20ft)
Ratings do not in any way constitute a guarantee or warranty of any kind. All products are to be used at your own risk.
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